Pooka's Page for Grownups
Lora is unwell at the moment but she does not want to
disappoint our little readers, so she’s trusted me to stand in
for her again this issue.
This edition is another mix of old and new stories, colouring
pages; fabulous crafts and previous articles taken from 14
years of past issues. Thank you to all the contributors to this
issue, both past and present. In particular, thank you Carmen
Sanchez Bezzard and Liliane Grenier. I dug deeply into your
past portfolios again, ladies!
Some of you will particularly enjoy Carmen’s beginners’ guide
to cleansing crystals, given the recent discussions on Pooka
Pages Facebook page. There are also a couple of Pagan Carols,
for those who asked about songs for this time of year; written
by Ellen Reed and sourced from Sacred Texts.
Once again, it was really difficult to choose pieces to re-use
because there were just so many wonderful things to pick
from. In the end, I decided to go back in time as far as possible
once more as those pieces will be very new to our younger
readers and perhaps to their parents too.
Liliane Grenier is very busy mum
and highly sought-after
commercial artist. If your little
ones enjoy her colouring pages
for Pooka, why not check out her
colouring book?
I’m sure you will join me in
wishing Lora a swift return to full
health. In the meantime, Lora,
Pooka, Meg, Attila and I wish you
all Peace of the Solstice. We hope
you have a wonderful, magical Yule
and that your year ahead is amazingly blessed!

Fiona Tinker

Yule 2021
A Birthday Party for the Sun!
Since the Summer Solstice (Litha) which was the peak of Summer, the days have gotten
shorter. But on Yule, the Winter Solstice, the Sun is "reborn". It's the baby Sun's Birthday!
And, from now until next Litha, each day the sun will grow and stay longer in the sky.
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Pooka’s Yule Present
Story & illustrations by Lora Craig Gaddis

Pooka sat on the ledge of the window in Elsie’s herb room. Through the panes of leaded glass
he stared gloomily out at the snow piling higher and higher, blanketing the whole garden and
the forest beyond. He was thoroughly miserable.
In the corner of the herb room crackled a cheery fire on the tiny stone hearth where he could
have been warm and toasty. Pooka preferred to be miserable.
“I want to go outside,” he wailed.
Behind him, Elsie glanced up from the pomander she was
making. A little smile twitched at the corner of her mouth.
“So, go.”
The cat glared at her. His witch said the most ridiculous
things sometimes! She knew very well that it was cold
and wet out there and that it had been for weeks!
He stood up and stalked out of the room.
He wandered into the parlor and spotted the Yule tree
standing proudly majestic on the far side of the room. He, Elsie, and Edgar, the crow, had
trimmed it a few nights ago with shiny brass suns and polished silver moons, gingerbread
cookie pentagrams and gilded acorns then draped it with garlands of popcorn and cranberries
laced over and under the fragrant branches. At the time, Elsie had told him he mustn’t sharpen
his claws on the trunk. But she’d never said why.
So, Pooka strolled over to the tree and proceeded to do just that. His claws dug in and pulled. It
felt so good! The tree wobbled precariously in its pot and the ornaments danced in the loveliest
way. Pooka, his troubles forgotten for the moment or, perhaps from a sense of pure orneriness,
clawed even deeper, watching the ornaments swing and sway above him. Suddenly they

loomed very large, rushing toward him! He sprang out of the way as the tree tipped and
crashed to floor.
Pooka dove under Elsie’s “reading” chair by the hearth, his little
black nose just barely poking out from under the ruffled
bottom. He felt her hurried approach and then her boots
stopped inches from his nose. He held his breath – then peeked
up through the ruffle. Yup, she was mad! Fists planted on her
hips, she scowled down at him. The little cat peered up at her
and tried to look innocent. “Edgar did it?”
“Pooka!”
He retreated further under the chair and flattened his ears.
“Well, it’s the only tree around and you won’t let me claw the
furniture!” he growled.
Elsie sighed and pulled the tree upright again. Then she began
replacing the ornaments.
The next morning, Pooka burrowed his way out from under the quilt on Elsie’s bed and sprang
to the window. Outside the world was still white and the sky was a gloomy grey. His breath
made a moist fog on the inside of the glass. The little cat’s whiskers drooped as he turned
away. He felt very depressed.
He wound his body around her ankles in desperation as she tried to dress. “Elsie, you’re a
witch. Make the sun come back!” he pleaded.
She leaned over and picked him up, cuddling him and scratching in all the right places.
But Pooka’s purring stopped when she told him, “I can’t. This is up to the Goddess. She’ll give
birth to the sun when it’s time.”
When would that be? Pooka wondered. It seemed like it had been cold and dark forever! Just
thinking about it, he shivered.
Elsie went downstairs and lit the fire in her little stove. Soon the cheery kitchen warmed and
the cottage smelled of cinnamon and fresh baked rolls with icing. Pooka curled up in the
pillow on the rocking chair and watched Elsie feed Edgar his bits of breakfast. The crow
cawed, “More, more,” and opened his beak wide, but Pooka knew Edgar would stash at least
half of what he got around the kitchen in order to retrieve it later.
“Why are you feeding him so much?” he asked. “Won’t we run out of food? What if Winter
never ends?”

“No, we won’t run out. And, of course, Winter will end, silly!” smiled Elsie. “But, while it’s cold
out, critters like Edgar need an extra layer on their bodies to stay warm.”
“Where’s my extra?” Pooka demanded.
Elsie raised one eyebrow. “If you aren’t going outside, you don’t
need it!” Pooka scowled at her.
But he cheered up later when Elsie poured eggnog
for each of them and pulled out all the lovely things
she’d been baking the past week. The candles and
lamps throughout the cottage were lit and a specially
decorated oak log was laid on the fire. Elsie lit
incense and the tall golden Yule candle wreathed in
holly. She strummed on her little mandolin and sang
songs, Edgar cawing along while Pooka laughed at
them both and buried his head under a pillow.
And there were Presents! Elsie laughed and clapped her hands as Edgar and Pooka excitedly
ripped open the brightly covered packages. Soon, Edgar was stashing and retrieving the
assortment of shiny baubles the witch had made for him. Elsie cuddled in her chair by the fire,
her nose buried in a book from Aunt Tilly as Pooka played with his new catnip mouse. For some
reason he felt deliriously happy batting it about and pouncing on it, even after one button eye
was missing and its tail was soaked with kitty drool.
It was very late when Edgar was finally snoozing on his perch in the kitchen and the cat and his
witch trundled up to bed.
Pooka purred as he burrowed under the quilt to tuck himself behind Elsie’s knees. It had been a
wonderful, magical night!
Hours later, the house was very dark and very quiet when Pooka felt Elsie climb out of bed.
Sleepily, he watched her dress and head down to the kitchen.
In a short while, she came back upstairs and got him. “I have something to show you,” she said.
Wrapping herself in a thick hooded cloak, she bundled the cat in a small blanket and stuffed
him in a basket along with a thermos and some Yule cakes. With another, larger quilt slung over
her shoulder, they headed outside. The stars above sparked like tiny jewels through the crisp
cold air and the snow crunched under her feet like potato chips.
“Where are we going?” asked Pooka.

“You’ll see,” answered the little witch mysteriously.
She headed for a hill on Farmer Gellis’s land that overlooked the forest. Once there, she spread
the thick quilt on the ground and they sat down, still wrapped in their blankets. Elsie poured
warm sweet milk laced with anise & maple into a pair of mugs. Pooka stuck his nose out of the
quilt and lapped his up eagerly. He couldn’t help purring as his tummy warmed and the only
chill that reached him was the frosty air coming through his little black nose.
“What are we doing?”
Elsie sipped from her mug and told him, “We’re waiting.”
“For what?”
“You’ll see.”
So Pooka waited. Within a few moments, the forest was bathed in a faint golden light and the
sky became a rosy pink and blue. And peeking over the tops of the hills and trees was a faint
small orb of light.
Pooka’s eyes widened, miniature mirrors of what was before him. “What is it?” he whispered.
“It’s the sun,” Elsie whispered back. “It’s the newborn baby sun.”
“Will the snow go away now?” Pooka asked eagerly.
“No,” she told him. “The sun’s still newly born and weak; it must grow stronger. But each day
now will last a little bit longer. And before too very long, all the snow will be gone and you’ll
be outside playing again.”
To Pooka, huddled in his blanket, this all still seemed to be a long time off. But at least it was
beginning! He marveled at the magic of the baby sun being born and felt that, somehow, this
was the best Yule present of all!

Pooka says:
Yule occurs on the Winter Solstice when the days suddenly begin getting
longer again and the nights start getting shorter. The word Yule means
“wheel,” and reminds us that the wheel of the year is ever turning and
that, even though there are still a couple of months of cold ahead, we
are now growing toward the Light. We move toward the Light months,
then turn into the Dark Months and then the Light Months of sunshine
come again the Wheel is ever turning.

Pooka thinks hot cocoa is fine just the way it is. So, when Elsie came home with a new
recipe from the owner of the Village Cafe, the little cat was less than enthusiastic. He
quickly changed his tune, however, once he'd tasted it. After cleaning the whipped
cream off his whiskers, he graciously gave Elsie his permission to make their hot cocoa
this way any time she wanted to!

Salted Caramel Hot Cocoa
6 Tablespoons unsweetened cocoa
½ teaspoon salt
½ cup sugar
2 cups milk
1½ cups of half and half (half cream & half milk)
¼ cup caramel sauce (store bought or home made)
2 teaspoons vanilla
Mix the first 3 ingredients in a pot, then whisk in
the rest of the ingredients. Heat over a medium flame while stirring.
Pour into mugs and top with whipped cream drizzled with a bit more caramel sauce

Elsie's Home-made Caramel Sauce:
Mix 1 cup brown sugar, 1/2 cup half-and-half, 4 Tablespoons butter and a good
pinch of salt in a saucepan over medium-low heat. Cook while whisking gently for 5
to 7 minutes, until it gets thicker. Add 1 Tablespoon vanilla extract and cook another
minute to thicken further. Turn off the heat, cool slightly and pour the sauce into a
jar.

Cranberry

Pooka thinks the only things cranberries are good for is stringing with popcorn to make
Yule tree garlands. But he's wrong!
Native American kids enjoyed cooked cranberries sweetened with honey. Their grownups
also used them to create a beautiful red dye. They'd also grind them and use the paste to stop
bleeding and keep wounds from getting infected.
Sometimes, kids can get something called "urinary tract infection" which makes it hurt when
you pee. Cranberries and their juice can help fix that. Another thing that the juice is really good
for? Preventing cavities! So, if visiting the dentist isn't on your favorite list of things to do, you
might want to drink more cranberry juice instead or orange or apple juice in the morning.
(Sweeten it like the First Nations did with a bit of honey.)
Sweetened dried cranberries make a delicious snack... sort of like raisins. They're also
yummy in salads, cereal, cookies and muffins.
Magically, cranberries are good when you need protective energy around you or help in
fighting off negative influences like naughty kids who try and talk you into doing things
you know you shouldn't. Cranberries can help you have courage.
They're also useful in healing spells. One old folk charm says simply putting a bowl of the
berries under a sick person's bed will help them get better!
A Healing Spell
Grind the dried berries with a mortar and pestle. (They'll
be a little gooey, but that's ok.) Then add dried
rosemary, thyme and powdered clove. Mix this all up
good, then add just a bit of lavender oil. As you're
grinding and mixing, recite these words:
I see you healed.
I see you whole,
And with this spell
You will be Well.
Burn this incense on a charcoal tablet and light a white
candle while concentrating on the person you want to
get better.

A Family Solstice Spell
Take a large pillar candle. Use straight pins to stick gold colored crafting beads in crisscross diamond patterns around the sides. Then, with Glitter Glue pens, fill in the centers
of the pattern with various sun symbols.
On the morning of the Winter Solstice, have each member of your family take 3 large
bay leaves and, on each leaf, write one word that represents a dream or wish they have
for the coming year. (A felt pen or permanent marker works well for this).
Ring the base of the candle with the leaves and sprinkle them with cinnamon (a sun
herb). Then light the candle, ring the bell and say:
The sun is born and so is here
The brand new start of a brand new year
We gather now as the Wheel turns
Our dreams are born as this flame burns.
Let everyone take a turn ringing the bell and announcing their wishes. At the end, the
whole family together says:
So Mote it Be and Blessed Be. Hail to the Sun!
Allow the candle to burn that day for as long as someone can attend it. Light it again the
next and the next so that it’s lit for a while every day until New Year’s Day. On that day,
allow the candle to burn down the rest of the way, then bury the leaves and the
remaining wax and bury them in the earth in a place where the sun will shine.

Some Sun Symbols:

A Note from Lora
One way of sharing our pagan beliefs with children is by
allowing them to be actively involved in our Sabbat rituals. A
method I've used over the years, both with my kids and, later,
my grandchildren, is by making it their Very Important Job to
ring the bell at the beginning and ending of a ritual. At the
start, they say: "Three times the bell has rung; Sacred Time has
now begun."
When it's over, they ring the bell again and say: "Three times
the bell has rung; Sacred Time now is done." They always felt such a sense of accomplishment
and were much more interested, as a result, in the ritual that followed.

A Letter from Scotland
Dear Little Witches,
Attila the Bun sat just outside the faery mound and cuddled into
himself as the cold winds of winter blew across the tips of his
ears. He was feeling glum and this showed in his sweet little
eyes. He almost looked as if he wanted to cry. Meg, the cat with
half a tail, looked on anxiously. This was not like Attila at all. That
rabbit was usually full of mischief, shenanigans and nonsense.
Meg was worried.
“What’s wrong, Attila,” Meg asked, very gently.
“I miss my human,” answered the rabbit softly. “I know I’m a magical rabbit now and I live
in the Otherworld with Angus Óg and Bride and the rest of the tribes, but my human loves
me and I love her. I just miss her sometimes.”
“Oh, Attila,” Meg sighed. “Can’t you just nip back into their world and visit for a
while?”
“I don’t know how,” sobbed Attila. “No-one ever showed me how!”
Meg drew himself closer to his little rabbit friend. He really didn’t know what to say. Where was
Angus Óg when you needed him for some God advice? Oh, that’s right – asleep for the winter
and chasing swan women at the same time, depending on which story you fell into. Meg
sighed. Who could they ask for advice?
The breath of the Cailleach blew over the two friends; bringing with it the faint sound of
her icy laughter. “You can ask me,” she whispered on the wind.
Meg looked at Attila and Attila stared back. Ask the Cailleach for help? She was the fierce Old
Woman of Winter in Scotland. She ruled the Unseelie Court, the faeries of the dark half of the
year. Everyone was terrified of upsetting her in case she froze them solid. She was hardship
and she was hunger and – sometimes - she was a harsh lesson. But then Meg thought back
through all the encounters with the Cailleach he and Attila had over the years, Meg had to
admit she wasn’t all bad: they’d had a lot of fun tricking her and the Sidhe people of the faery

mound. The Cailleach had taken it in good part – after all, neither he nor Attila were ice cube
animals yet.
Ask the Cailleach?
Meg looked again at Attila and saw how sad he really was.
Meg knew he couldn’t explain to the rabbit how cats managed to wander in
and out between the worlds, all he knew was they just did. That wasn’t going to
help a rabbit learn to do the same. Meg sighed. He was, in truth, really scared
of the Cailleach most of the time, but Attila was his friend. He had to be brave.
“Mother Cailleach,” he whispered, “Old Woman of Winter; please help Attila.
He is missing someone he loves and doesn’t know how to find his way back to visit.”
Meg closed his eyes, expecting the icy blast of winter to tell him off for daring to seek help.
Instead, he felt a very cold hand smooth his fur and a gentle voice said, “I will do what I can.”

Suddenly there was uproar. The wind howled; leaves and straw and twigs danced, dust and
snow swirled. The Unseelie Court, the winter faeries of Scotland, rose as one from the mound
and screeched and howled and roared and yelled. There was thunder so loud it sounded as if
all the Gods in all the worlds were banging their tin dustbins along their garden paths at the
same time. It was deafening.
And in the middle of the chaos a voice called: “Horse and hattock!” Attila the Bun and Meg the
cat with half a tail found themselves lifted into the air towards a rider on a horse and then
they were gently placed on the saddle. They looked up into the face of the rider.
Attila gulped, “Well, I know what a horse is,” he said. “But what’s a hattock?”
The rider gave an exaggerated sigh, as if he was truly fed up with folk asking him that
question. “It’s a hat,” he said, “a small hat. Always gets people that does.”
Meg, always curious, looked puzzled. “Why are you shouting for a hat - big, small or
otherwise?”
The Rider from the Unseelie Court looked at the cat. “It’s our magic words,” he
muttered. “Means we can fly. They turn straw into horses for us to ride.”
Meg was about to argue about how ridiculous this sounded until he realised he was
indeed riding on a magical horse made from a piece of straw, which may or may not
have been wearing a small hat - and he was flying several hundred feet up in the air in
the company of Attila, the Unseelie Court and the Cailleach. Maybe this was not the

best time to question it. Attila had his eyes screwed tight shut. Silly rabbit – he was
missing all the adventure!
Meg stared around curiously. Cats could climb high, but he’d never been this high before.
He felt as if he was on top of the world.
There was a soft, purplish glow ahead of them. Meg knew this was the veil between one
world and the next, he’d crossed it often enough. Then, a faint hissing noise as they passed
from one reality to the other. “Attila,” he said, nudging the rabbit with his nose. “Look.”
The Unseelie Court circled for landing. Gracefully, despite all the noise, they came to rest in
the garden of a house. A woman was tending a winter rose and she shivered as the air around
her became much colder. Attila’s eyes lit up with joy and he bounded over to the woman as
fast as his little feet could take him. His human!
What Attila couldn’t see – but everyone else could – was the beautiful stream of golden light
rushing from him to his human and flowing back again. As Attila reached her, she knelt down
and the little rabbit jumped into her lap. Both rabbit and human nuzzled each other’s noses
as they talked softly.
Meg felt a lump in his throat. This was his human too and he loved her, but he did rather take
it for granted that he would be able to see her when it suited him. Usually around the time his
belly told him it was empty or there was a particularly annoying itch behind his ear in need of a
scratch.
“And there is the love,” sighed the voice of the Cailleach, “the heart of the spiral that
never changes.”
“I know this one,” answered Meg, pleased not to be confused for once. “The spiral dances
the patterns of our world; of the land, the sea, the sky. Being born, moving on, and being
born again. Love remains at the centre of it, nothing can change it.”
The Cailleach looked at the cat in surprise. “That’s right,” she said. “You’re not as daft as you
look, are you?” She chuckled and tickled Meg under the chin, a move Meg would normally
have loved. But this scratch was cold. He shivered a little, hoping the Old Woman of Winter
didn’t notice.
“Look,” said the Cailleach.
The beautiful golden light painted the whole frozen world a glowing yellow. The ice and
snow glinted and glittered. Nothing seemed to move.

“It’s the Solstice sun waiting to be reborn,” sighed the Cailleach. “It is so beautiful this
promise of time to come. Even though it tells me my reign will soon be challenged by Angus
Óg and Bride, there is so much wonder in this light of love and life.”
Meg looked at the Ancient Goddess in surprise. “Doesn’t it bother you?” he asked. “You’ll
be banished back to Ben Nevis for half a year. And no-one is really sorry to see you go.”
The Cailleach stared at Meg. Meg gulped.
“You’ve really more brains that you let on,” she mused. “However, the story of the year has to
happen in order or it doesn’t happen at all. And can you imagine what kind of world that
could be?”
Meg gulped again. He could imagine only too well – nothing growing, no water flowing, no
grasses to hunt mice in. Perhaps learning from the stories of the year and letting them tell
their tales was sensible.
“Meanwhile,” said the Cailleach, “Attila will have to return to the Otherworld with us soon. Will
you come too?”
“Yes,” replied Meg, “I’ll come back for a while with him to keep him company.”
“And if you promise not to try and melt my toes with the gift of salt Angus Óg gave you the
last time you saw him, I may make you some bannocks.”
Meg gave a guilty start. How on earth did the Cailleach know about that silly conversation
he’d had with Attila, wondering if salt would melt the Cailleach’s feet?
“It won’t,” cackled the Cailleach, “I’m too much of winter for that. But I tell you what use
you could put your salt towards…”

“Bannocks,” said Meg, quickly.
“Bannocks indeed,” said the Cailleach. “Always tastes better made with some salt, don’t
you think?”
With that, The Old Woman of Winter and Meg the cat with half a tail settled down to wait for
Attila the Bun to finish his visit with his human. Around them, the world glowed with the
peace of the Solstice as it held its breath, waiting on the new-born sun.
“Peace of the Solstice to all,” said Meg, to the world in general. The he added very
quietly, “Thank you, Cailleach. I love you for what you did for Attila.”
“I know,” answered the ancient Goddess, The Cailleach, the mother of all the Gods of Scotland.
Meg didn’t believe he could feel any happier. The Cailleach was not as scary as he thought, not
when you treated winter with respect. Attila was with his human. And, under the bush by the
faery mound back in the Otherworld, there was a small stash of salt that was waiting to
become part of a bannock for him.

Till the next time,

Fiona Tinker

A Charm for Health - Eating a red apple on Yule
will help you stay healthy in the year ahead.

By Carmen Sanchez Bezzard
Gemstones or crystals are a very important part of a witchlings treasure chest of magical
wonder. They can be very tiny, pocket size or even bigger to sit upon your altar. You can also
use them when you are planting a garden by putting them into the ground next to your seeds.
You can use them to help you meditate, calm down, feel more energy or help you concentrate
on your thoughts. You can even use the energies of gemstones to help study or face some
things that may be bothering you.
When you use the gemstones in any of the ways listed above, you are combining your
own energies with the energies in the gemstones. This is certainly magical and you make it your
very own by choosing your gemstones because of what they mean to you. One gemstone can
have a lot of different energies in it. ‘You’ will choose the energies that work best for you for
your particular need.
In the same way that you may have a favorite toy because it means something special to
you, so will it be as you choose your gemstones. Believe in what the gemstone is ‘saying’ to you
and then use it in your wishes, spells, prayers and kindness deeds. It is always important to help
others but it is also very important for you do help yourself so that your spirit is lifted too!
How to Use your Gemstones
You can find many ‘tumbled’ gemstones in various gem and rock shops Tumbled stones
work best because they are very smooth with no sharp or pointed edges.









You can make a small pouch to keep them in. (A grown-up can help you with this)
Carry your gemstones in your pocket.
For extra safe keeping, you can put your gemstone or stones in a pouch and then put that in
your pocket.
Keep it under your pillow or on the nightstand to help you sleep at night or during naps.



Place gemstones in your bathwater to help you settle down and relax.
MOST IMPORTANT CLEANSE AND ENERGIZE YOUR CRYSTALS BEFORE USING THEM

The word ‘cleanse’ in your magical workings does not mean to clean them with soap and
water. It means to clear them of any energies they might already have so that all your energies,
and yours alone, are all that they will have. This makes them your magical energy stones.
Here is how you ‘cleanse’ them by using the elements of Earth, Air, Fire, Water and
Spirit of the Moon. You must leave your gemstones outside overnight.



Lay your gemstones outside on the grass or a flat rock on a sunny day. The sun will heat
your stone with its energies of warmth and strength. You used two elements so far; Earth
and Sun. Earth is the grass and the rock. The Sun is Fire.





As the sun sets and the Moon rises, moonlit night energy will and cool your stone bringing a
peaceful energy. The energy of peace is part of the Spirit Element.


 Raining overnight would be wonderful for the element - take a few moments to think about
it. Which of the elements do you think the rain belongs to?
I am so proud of you! Yay! You figured it out. Water; you are so right. However, do not
worry if it doesn’t rain. The morning dew is also a Water Element and the water/dew
washes away bad energy.



Check your gemstones the next morning. Let them completely dry in the morning breeze.
Even if it is a light breeze, just wait until they are dry and then place them in your pouch or
special gemstone box.

Since you had so much fun with the element for rain, I am going to let you figure out
the element for breeze, too. Again, if you need help, that is okay!

You have now ‘cleansed’ your gemstones with the
elements and they are ready for you to use in all your magical
needs. How special is it that? At this Yuletide season, you are
giving yourself a very special gift of ‘no-worry’ gemstones?
Some people call them ‘worry stones’, but I know you won’t
worry so much when you have your gemstones to help you throughout the day. That is why
I like to call them, ‘Helping Stones’ because that is exactly what they do. They help me with
my feelings when I rub one or two of them and focus on their energy.
My Yule gift to you is this gemstone chart that you can cut out and keep
with you to help you choose and use your gemstones.

Note to Grown-Ups: I feel that the four best ‘first’ stones for your child to have are: Amethyst,
Clear Quartz, Rose Quartz and Tiger Eye. The other stones should be, of course, for their needs
as you see fit. There is much fun and comfort in discussing the stones with them and what they
mean. You may be surprised at the one or two that they think they need at a particular time.
Wondrous things can happen when we encourage our children to use gemstones and crystals,
while allowing them to choose the ones that they feel are important to them.

Pagan Carols:

SILENT NIGHT, SOLSTICE NIGHT

Silent night, Solstice Night
All is calm, all is bright
Nature slumbers in forest and glen
Till in Springtime She wakens again
Sleeping spirits grow strong!
Sleeping spirits grow strong!

Silent night, Solstice night
Silver moon shining bright
Snowfall blankets the slumbering Earth
Yule fires welcome the Sun's rebirth
Hark, the Light is reborn!
Hark, the Light is reborn!
Silent night, Solstice night
Quiet rest till the Light
Turning ever the rolling Wheel
Brings the Winter to comfort and heal
Rest your spirit in peace!
Rest your spirit in peace!

Ellen Reed

The Old Woman of Winter
There isn’t much daylight in the north of Scotland in the winter.
The sun gets out of bed around 9am and goes back to sleep
about 3.30pm now. As we come up to the longest night, the sun
will be even lazier, getting up even later and going to bed even
earlier – around 2.30pm. There’s more dark than day – we are
really glad to see the winter Solstice and know the wheel of the
year has finally turned slowly back towards spring.
But this dark time of year is ruled by the Cailleach – the Old
Woman - and there are many, many stories about her. I’d like to
share some of them with you.
Artist Unknown

The Cailleach is an ancient Goddess of Scotland and Ireland and there are stories on both sides
of the Irish Sea about all the magical and wonderful things she does. Some of the stories in
Scotland say she is so ancient that she is the mother of all the Gods here. She is very, very tall
and uses the big mountains as stepping stones. She made some of the mountains too, by
breaking up the land with her magic hammer and throwing the earth around in heaps. The
Cailleach looks frightening in winter – she has only one eye and her skin is blue.
However, when winter is coming to an end, she travels to a magical island to drink from a
special well. The water in this well makes her sleep for a little while and, when she wakes up
she is a young, beautiful girl again with lovely red hair and two blue eyes. As summer passes,
the young woman grows old again, ready to become the Cailleach once more and rule the next
winter time. She looks after all the animals who live in the glens and the hills. The mountain
hares, sheep, goats, cattle and deer are special to her. She loves them and they love her.
One of the stories I like about the Cailleach is to do with her shaping Scotland and making the
lochs (lakes) rivers and mountains. The Cailleach had a servant, called Nessa, who was a bit
lazy and a bit forgetful and always making excuses for the things she hadn’t done. The
Cailleach and Nessa squabbled a lot about Nessa’s laziness and the Cailleach could get really
cross with her. One of Nessa’s jobs was to collect water from the well so the Cailleach could
cook in her cauldron. Nessa was meant to put a cover on the well to stop the water coming
out when she had finished using it, but one day she forgot to do that.
Suddenly, the land was covered with a LOT of fresh water and the Cailleach got wet up to her
knees. The water from the well had turned into a deep, deep loch.
The Cailleach was now really fed up with Nessa being so slapdash and lazy. She was so angry
about all the water ruining her cooking and getting her wet up to her knees that she turned
Nessa into a river goddess. The Cailleach knew she’d be better at that job than she was as a
servant.

The loch and the river are still here – lots of tourists go to visit Loch Ness every year and if you
ever visit Inverness, you can walk along the banks of the beautiful River Ness. And you’ll know
the lovely story about how the loch and the river were made, so maybe you can throw a small
silver coin into the river to ask Nessa, the river goddess, to grant you a wish.
Another lovely story about the Cailleach is what happens to Scotland when she washes her
shawl. Her shawl is enormous because a small shawl would look very, very silly on a huge,
ginormous Old Woman. I mean, her shawl is so massive it would cover your state - easily.
That is a lot of shawl to be washing and the place she chooses to wash it is in a stretch of water
between the West Coast of Scotland and the Islands called the Hebrides. This particular bit of
water is called the Sound of Jura and something very special happens here. The seabed has a
big hole in it and fresh water flows from one direction to meet sea water coming from another.
When the tides are right, they mix together and a huge whirlpool happens. The whirlpool is
called Coire Bhreacain – Corry Vreckan - and it means the ‘Cauldron of the Plaid’. (A plaid is a
bit like a big shawl.) Imagine a washing machine spinning round really, really fast – the Corry
Vreckan is a bit like that, only a heck of a lot bigger. It can be dangerous at times, but when it is
not too fast, you can sail across the whirlpool. It is a wonderful feeling – the power of the
whirlpool is fabulous, it’s very exciting and a bit scary. And you sure get an idea of how teddy
feels when he has a bath in the washing machine!
Anyway, the whirlpool is the Cailleach’s cauldron and when it is spinning around, she uses it to
do her washing because it’s the only place big enough for her to wash her shawl. The sea
whooshes and whirls, sloshes and sploshes, churns and turns – and the Cailleach’s shawl is
clean and white again. The Cailleach then spreads her white shawl across the mountains to dry
– and that is our first winter snow in Scotland. The Cailleach’s plaid covers the land in a blanket
of white.
I could tell you lots and lots of stories about the Cailleach but I’d better just tell you one
more or this will be a very long letter indeed.
The shepherds of Glen Lyon do more than look after their flocks of sheep – they are the
keepers of the Cailleach’s house and this is how it came about…
A long time ago, a very, very tall man came into the Glen. He brought his wife - who was even
taller than her husband – and she was about to have a baby. They were looking for somewhere
to rest and somewhere quiet for his wife to have her baby. The people of the Glen made them
very welcome and in time, his wife, who was the Cailleach, had a little baby girl. The three giant
people stayed with the people of the Glen for a while, but one day the Cailleach told them it
was time she and her family moved on.
She thanked the people of the Glen for their kindness and promised them that as long as they
remembered her and remembered to be kind to strangers in need, she would look after them
all by making winter milder and shorter in Glen Lyon than in other parts of Scotland.

The people were amazed at this promise, but they knew
they had been deeply honoured to have the Cailleach
live amongst them. They built a small house up on the
hills overlooking the Glen and in it they placed three
stones in the shape of the Cailleach, her husband and
her baby daughter. Ever since that time, the shepherd
takes the stone figures out of their house at Beltane and
places them so they can look down into the Glen.
Towards the end of summer, the shepherd re-turfs
the roof of the Cailleach’s house and, at Samhain, the shepherd puts the Cailleach and her
family safely into their house for the winter. This happened thousands of years ago and it still
happens today.

Not long ago, a water company wanted to build a dam in Glen Lyon and it would have meant
damaging the Cailleach’s house. The public anger at this meant the water company had to
withdraw their plans. The blessing of the Cailleach is more important than allowing the loch
and the Glen to be interfered with, even today.
Stay warm and safe if you too have a visit from the Old Woman of Winter. Remember –
the time of snowdrops follows soon.

Fiona Tinker
_____________

Apologies for missing the birthdays from this
edition. For those of you celebrating between
Yule and Imbolg, Pooka and the team wish you
very many Happy Returns!

Pine Cone Elf

by Amber
Materials:
Pine cone
Acorn or other tree nut
Pine needles or sticks
Red paper or felt
Hot glue
String or thread
Glitter, markers, paint for
decoration (optional)
Instructions:


Get four small sticks OR Bundle
pine needles together to make
four small bundles. Use the
string/thread to tie a
bundle then loop to the
back side and tie a
double knot.


Hot glue your sticks or
bundle into your pine cone
to make the legs and arms.
You can cut your pine
needles if you want.



Take your acorn and hot
glue it to the top to make
the head.

 Cut your red paper or felt
into a triangle. Then fold into a cone shape and glue shut. Then glue onto the acorn head.


Now you can decorate your elf’s face, limbs, and body with glitter, markers, and/or paint!

Chocolate Yule Log

by Sharon Midwinter Bennett

You will need:

Chocolate swiss roll
Chocolate icing or butter icing (Chocolate frosting)
Small amount of icing (powdered/confectioners) sugar and a sieve
Plate
Knife, fork and spoon (keep these in a mug of warm water)
I started by warming my (shop bought) icing in the microwave for 30 seconds. If you’ve made
butter icing give it a good stir to make sure it is soft.

Method:
1. Cut 1/3 off your swiss roll and then cut this piece diagonally

2. Line them up so they look like a tree branch.
Use some of the chocolate or butter icing to stick all the pieces together.
3. Spread the remaining chocolate or butter icing over the Swiss roll. The warm knife
will help it spread more easily but this is still messy, enjoy! If you’re like me you’ll
need to wipe some of the icing off your plate.

4. Use the fork to make the icing look more barklike

5. Finally, sift the icing sugar over the top to look like a dusting of snow - you could
decorate with Yule cake toppers if you have them.

Share, eat and enjoy!

Pagan Carols:

GOD REST YE MERRY, PAGANFOLK

(God Rest Ye Merry, Gentlemen)

God rest ye merry, pagan folk,
Let nothing you dismay.
Remember that the Sun returns
Upon this Solstice day.
The growing dark is ending now
And Spring is on its way.
Oh, tidings of comfort and joy,
Comfort and joy!
Oh, tidings of comfort and joy.
The Goddess rest ye merry, too,
And keep you safe from harm.
Remember that we live within
The circle of Her arms,
And may Her love give years to
come
A very special charm.
Oh, tidings of comfort and joy,
Comfort and joy!
Oh, tidings of comfort and joy!

Ellen Reed



The Magic of Flowers, Plants or Trees of Yule
by Momma Witch Carmen

Mistletoe
The mistletoe has waxy, white berries and green oval leaves.
It attaches itself to the oak, the ash and many other trees.
The roots pull food from within the tree and that seems like magic to me.
It lives in the shade of the leafy branches so it is usually hard to see.
But there is magic in the mistletoe that is something like a wish.
When two people stand under it they should give each other a kiss.
If there are two people you want to see share a kiss
then hang up a piece of mistletoe,
And guide them to stand under it, tell them to
kiss and like magic their cheeks will glow.
But if you are the shy type, just remember as Yule comes along, here is
something that you shouldn’t do.
Be careful to not stand under the mistletoe or it will mean a holiday
kiss for you.

Holly Tree
The holly leaf has pointed green leaves and many
bright berries too see,
It is the perfect Yule colors and the twigs make
enchanted wands; what magic is within this tree.
It is said that holly planted outside a home can protect
it from the lightening of a storm.
Dew drops glisten from the points of the leaves
giving birds a nourishing drink come the morn’.
The fairies know that when holly is in a home they can seek shelter from Yule’s cold winter days;
And rest in the warm comfort of a magical home waiting for the warmth of the golden sun’s rays.
Many times at Yule you will see holly leaves used for decorations with the leaves in groups of three;
A reminder of the Wiccan Rede, ‘Ever Mind the Rule of Three, What Ye Send Out Comes Back To
Thee!’ A perfect tree with many magical uses and the perfect Yule message to share;
When knowing that what you give to others comes back to you, the perfect gifts are love and care.
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